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Asylum Law and Current Issues



Introduction to Asylum Law

• Asylum is a protection granted to those individuals who meet the international 
definition of a “refugee” included in the United Nations 1951 Convention and 
1967 Protocols (“the Convention and Protocols”), to which the U.S. is a 
signatory.

• “Refugee:” Under Immigration and Nationality Act: "[A]ny person who is 
outside any country of such person's nationality •• • and who is unable or 
unwilling to return to ... that country because of persecution or a well-founded 
fear of persecution on account of race, religion, nationality, membership in a 
particular social group, or political opinion

Persecution either 
a) past or present 
b) reasonably feared (well-founded fear of future persecution) 

Committed by 
a) the government or 
b) an entity the government cannot control 

On account of a "protected ground": 
a) Race, or 
b) Religion, or 
c) Nationality, or 
d) Political opinion, or 
e) Membership in a particular social group



Persecution

Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) allow an alien to qualify as a "refugee" if 
she's already suffered "qualifying" persecution: • Past persecution qualifies 
the alien for a presumption that she reasonably fears persecution (the 
presumption may be rebutted). 8 CFR § 208.13(b)(l). • Past persecution that 
is especially severe may establish asylum eligibility without a well-founded 
fear of recurrence. 8 CFR § 208.13(b)(i)

“Persecution” interpretation is undefined and inconsistent

Substantial harm or suffering

“Hallmarks” of persecution: detention, arrest, interrogation, 
prosecution, imprisonment, illegal searches, confiscation of property, 
surveillance, beatings, or torture.



Substantial Fear

In INS V Cardoza-Fonseca, 480 U.S. 421 (1987), the Supreme Court 
defined “well-founded fear” as having a “reasonable probability” 
standard and is both objective and subjective.

Matter of Mogharrobi, 19 I& N. Dec. 439 (BIA 1987): • Alien 
possesses belief or characteristic persecutor seeks to overcome • 
Persecutor knows or likely to become aware of that characteristic • 
Persecutor's capable of punishing • Persecutor's inclined to punish "A 
well-founded fear ... can be based on what has happened to others 
who are similarly situated:'



History of Asylum Law in the U.S.

The Displaced Persons Act of 1948 was passed to address the migration crisis in Europe resulting 
from World War II, wherein millions of people had been forcibly displaced from their home 
countries and could not return. By 1952, the United States had admitted over 400,000 displaced 
people under the Act. The United States then addressed refugee resettlement through legislation 
including the Refugee Relief Act of 1953 and the Fair Share Refugee Act of 1960. The United States 
also used the Attorney General’s parole authority to bring large groups of persons into the country 
for humanitarian reasons, including waves of Hungarian nationals beginning in 1956 and hundreds 
of thousands of Indochinese parolees in the 1970s

In 1980, Congress passed the Refugee Act, to bring U.S. law into conformity with the United 
Nations 1951 Convention and 1967 Protocols

Difficulties for asylum-seekers came in the form of The Illegal Immigration Reform and Immigrant 
Responsibility Act (IIRIRA) of 1996. As the name of the act indicates, these changes resulted from 
the general anti-immigrant politics of the mid-’90s. The provisions of IIRIRA were incorporated into 
the Immigration and Nationality Act (INA).

US government’s granting a refugee asylum may often be influenced by the US foreign policy 
interests, societal values, and the political climate.



After the Refugee Act was adopted in the 1980s, the INS granted 
most of the asylum claims for individuals escaping Communist Bloc 
countries, but it denied asylum to more than 97% of refugees 
escaping civil war and human rights abuses in El Salvador, Guatemala, 
and Haiti.

In response to this, many immigrants’ rights groups formed and 
challenged the government.



Applying for Asylum

• Asylum can be applied for either 1) affirmatively or 2) defensively

• 1) Affirmative Application (USCIS): physically present in the US
• Apply within one year of the date of last arrival in the US unless you can 

show
• Changed circumstances that materially affect eligibility for asylum or 

extraordinary circumstances relating to the delay in filing
• The individual filed with a reasonable amount of time given those circumstances

• Form I589, Application for Asylum and for Withholding of Removal.
• If asylum is not granted by USCIS, it will issue a Form I-862, Notice to Appear 

and forward the case to an Immigration Judge at the EOIR
• The judge’s decision is issued independently of the USCIS’

• Affirmative applicants are rarely detained by ICE – can live in US while 
application is pending



Asylum processing/application Cont.

2) Defensive processing through the EOIR:  this is when a person requests asylum to prevent removal 
from the U.S.  The applicant must be in removal proceedings in imiigration court with the EOIR.

a. Were apprehended (or caught) in the United States or at a U.S. port of entry without proper 

legal documents or in violation of their immigration status.

b. Were caught by U.S. Customs and Border Protection (CBP) trying to enter the United States 

without proper documentation, were placed in the expedited removal process, and were found 

to have a credible fear of persecution or torture by an Asylum Officer.

Immigration Judges hear defensive asylum cases in adversarial (courtroom-like) proceedings

If an applicant wants to appeal a denial from the Executive Office of Immigration Review, the appeal 
must be made to the Board of Immigration Appeals (BIA).  Appeals can be made by the individual denied 
asylum, by USCIS or ICE.  If the applicant wishes to appeal the BIA decision, such appeal can be made to 
the federal court of appeals.  The BIA’s decision is the controlling law unless a federal court overrules the 

BIA decision.  A federal Court’s differing decision is applied within that court’s jurisdiction or circuit.



Migration trends from Central America and Mexico

The Migration Policy Institute: In a May 30, 2018 report, starting in 
2014, apprehensions of migrants from El Salvador, Guatemala, and 
Honduras (the Northern Triangle of Central America) began to rise 
and today Northern Triangle migrants make up the majority of 
Southwest border apprehensions.  Rather than attempting to cross 
illegally, many of these migrants surrender themselves to authorities 
to apply for asylum. 

Political unrest, gang-related violence, poverty, and family 
reunification are all factors driving the influx of refugees fleeing the 
area. 

Women are particularly vulnerable (more information – time?)



This pattern of migration has resulted from deep-rooted systemic political and 
socioeconomic problems.  Civil Wars in the Northern triangle in the latter half of 
the 20th century led to public distrust of government and insecurity;  gangs jumped 
at the opportunity to increase their presence, along with cartels and criminal 
groups.

Targeted violence such as murder, kidnapping, extortion and forced gang 
recruitment is linked to much of the migration from El Salvador and Honduras

• El Salvador has the third highest rate of violent death of women in the world in 2015, while 
Honduras ranked fifth.  

• Just 5% of the 662 femicide cases opened by the Salvadoran government from 2013 to late 
2016 resulted in a conviction.

General violence, poverty, and rights violations is more often linked to migration 
from Guatemala, especially among indigenous people.  When compared to El 
Salvador and Honduras, chronic stressors appear to be the main factors leading to 
migration from Guatemala.



Increase in migrants from Central America

Though regional migration discussions still tend to focus on Mexico-U.S. migration, 
data show these arrivals peaked in 2007, and in the past decade hundreds of 
thousands of Mexicans and their U.S.-born children have returned, whether forcibly 
or voluntarily

Similarly, since the mid-1950s, political instability, insecurity, and economic 
hardship in the Northern Triangle due to civil wars, political conflicts, gang- and 
drug-related violence, and natural disasters such as hurricanes and earthquakes 
have spurred migration northward.

Several important policies set in motion the dynamics of Mexican migration. 
Between 1942 and 1964, approximately 4.7 million Mexican temporary workers 
were hired through the U.S. bracero program, in response to the growing demand 
for low-skilled agricultural labor. After the program ended, labor demand remained, 
amid few legal options for Mexican and Central American migrants. Immigration 
enforcement at the border increased after enactment of the 1986 U.S. Immigration 
Reform and Control Act (IRCA) and the 1996 Illegal Immigration Reform and 
Immigrant Responsibility Act (IIRIRA). 
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Though the exact number of annual unauthorized entries is unknown, 
in fiscal year (FY) 2017, there were just 128,000 apprehensions of 
Mexicans at the Southwest border—a far cry from the 1.6 million in 
2000. This is consistent with data on northbound migration from the 
Survey of Migration at Mexico’s Northern Border

Mexico has transformed from a country of emigration to one of 
increasing immigration



Lack of Resources

The growing number of affirmative applications has been served by a 
shrinking number of dedicated adjudicators as a large number of USCIS 
asylum officers have been diverted from the affirmative interview process 
to conduct credible and reasonable fear screening interviews. As a result, 
and despite increased staffing within the USCIS Asylum Division, the number 
of pending affirmative applications climbed to almost 200,000 by the end of 
2016, the highest number since 2004. More than half (53 percent) were 
filed in 2016 alone while another 44 percent were filed between 2013 and 
2015. Thus, even as the number of affirmative asylum applications 
increased in 2016, the number of people granted asylum and the number of 
referrals to an IJ (i.e., denied asylum by USCIS) both declined. Cases granted 
affirmative asylum fell 34 percent in 2016 (see Table 4); while cases referred 
to EOIR by USCIS decreased 20 percent



The Situation at the Southern Border of Mexico

In 2014, the US sent money to Mexico to fortify the border region, with the stated purpose of reducing 
immigration into Mexico, but actually aiming to keep migrants out of Texas. 

Many migrants come to Tapachula to look for a migrant shelter.  An exodus occurred  in July 2014, with the 
number of non-accompanied minors reaching  52,000. 

“el programa frontera sur” was put in place, meant to  safeguard human rights of migrants entering Mexico and 
to enhance security and development.  It was  rushed into implementation  and ended up focussing almost 
entirely on enforcement and security.

Mexico decided to militarize: huge multi-agency complexes to house officials, army, marines, federal marines.

The Government used funds from El Merida Initiative that was meant to combat drug trafficking to finance the 
militarization.  

The crackdown in Mexico isn’t actually lowering numbers coming to the U.S.; it is making the journey more 
dangerous – it targeted the migrant shelters that used to provide help those journeying and have shifted into 
unsupported routes – less than one percent of crimes against migrants investigated lead to punishment

Officials in Mexico are not telling migrants that they have the right to apply for asylum;  something they are 
meant to do for every entrant. COMAR only had 15 caseworkers dedicated to interviewing the applicants.  The 
budget has only grown 5% despite the vast increase in numbers.  Mexico has signed all of the international 
asylum agreements.  Mexico 77 for every 100 kids it apprehended.



Children from the Northern Triangle

With a grant from the John D. and Catherine T. MacArthur 
Foundation, UNHCR Washington undertook an extensive 

study to examine the reasons why children are displaced 

from the four countries.

UNHCR found that the majority of children interviewed 

from all four of these countries provided information that clearly 
indicates they may well be in need of international 

protection.

https://youtu.be/z5RKp1hLfUc



Unaccompanied Immigrant Children

The immigration statute defines who is a child in INA §
101(b)(1). Under the INA, a child is an unmarried person under age 
21. Title 6 of the U.S. Code (“Domestic Security”) defines an 
"unaccompanied alien child" as a person who has no immigration 
status in the United States, is under the age of 18, and has no parent 
or legal guardian in the United States who is available to provide 
physical care and physical custody. 6 U.S.C. § 279(g)(2). Children 
without immigration status who enter the United States with a parent 
or other closely related adult are not considered to be 
unaccompanied children. The protections that accrue to 
unaccompanied children do not apply to those who enter the United 
States with a parent or closely related adult.



Flores Settlement

• Flores v. Reno

• In 1985, two organizations filed a class action lawsuit on behalf of 
immigrant children who had been detained by the former 
Immigration and Naturalization Service (INS) challenging 
procedures regarding the detention, treatment, and release of 
children. After many years of litigation, including an appeal to the 
United States Supreme Court, the parties reached a settlement in 
1997.



Flores Settlement

1. The government is required to release children from immigration 
detention without unnecessary delay to, in order of preference, 
parents, other adult relatives, or licensed programs willing to 
accept custody.

2. If a suitable placement is not immediately available, the 
government is obligated to place children in the “least restrictive” 
setting appropriate to their age and any special needs.

3. The government must implement standards relating to the care 
and treatment of children in immigration detention



Flores Settlement

• June 20 Executive Order ending Family Separation, urging 
Indefinite Family Detention

• Order also asked Attorney General to immediately seek 
modification of Flores Agreement

• July 9 – Judge denies Order for A.G.’s application for 
relief/modification of Settlement Agreement

• “Cynical attempt…to shift responsibility to the Judiciary”

• “procedurally improper and wholly without merit”



Zero tolerance policy

This policy has the effect of separating parents from their children when 
they enter the country together; parents are referred for prosecution and 
the children are placed in the custody of a sponsor, such as a relative or 
foster home, or held in a shelter.

More than 650 children were separated from their parents during a two-
week period in May as a result of the new approach being implemented.

Referring immigrants for prosecution is not new policy, but prior 
administrations did not enforce the practice the way the current one has.

Previously, families were detained together, sent back immediately or 
paroled into the country (Peter Margulies, an immigration law and national 
security law professor at Roger Williams University School of Law). 

Now, prosecution is happening across the board and has become the 
uniform policy.



Zero Tolerance continued

When an adult is referred for prosecution, a child traveling with the 
adult is turned over to the U.S. Health and Human Services 
Department. That agency is responsible for placing the child with a 
sponsor as the child’s immigration case is resolved.

From May 6 to May 19, 658 children were separated from their 
parents due to the zero-tolerance policy, Richard Hudson, an official 
with U.S. Customs and Border Protection, said during a May 23 
Senate Judiciary subcommittee hearing.



What is Illegal entry?

What Is Illegal Entry?

U.S. immigration law actually uses the term "improper entry," which has a broad 
meaning. It’s more than just slipping across the U.S. border at an unguarded point. 
Improper entry can include:

entering or attempting to enter the United States at any time or place other than one 
designated by U.S. immigration officers (in other words, away from a border inspection 
point or other port of entry)

eluding examination or inspection by U.S. immigration officers (people have tried 
everything from digging tunnels to hiding in the trunk of a friend’s car), or

attempting to enter or obtain entry to the United States by a willfully false or misleading 
representation or willful concealment of a material fact (which might include, for 
example, lying on a visa application or buying a false green card or other entry 
document).

(See Title 8, Section 1325 of the U.S. Code (U.S.C.), or Section 275 of the Immigration 
and Nationality Act (I.N.A.) for the exact statutory language -
www.uscis.gov/laws/immigration-and-nationality-act.)



Criminal Penalties for Improper Entry

For the first improper entry offense, the person can be fined (as a 
criminal or civil penalty), or imprisoned for up to six months, or both. 
This is considered a misdemeanor under federal law (18 U.S.C.A. §
3559).

For a subsequent offense, or a reentry (or attempted reentry) after 
exclusion or deportation, the person can be fined or imprisoned for 
up to two years, or both. (See 8 U.S.C. Section 1325, 1326, I.N.A. 
Section 275, 276.) This is considered a low-level felony under federal 
law (18 U.S.C.A. § 3559).

https://www.gpo.gov/fdsys/pkg/USCODE-2011-title18/html/USCODE-2011-title18-partII-chap227.htm
https://www.uscis.gov/ilink/docView/SLB/HTML/SLB/0-0-0-1/0-0-0-29/0-0-0-9047.html
https://www.gpo.gov/fdsys/pkg/USCODE-2011-title18/html/USCODE-2011-title18-partII-chap227.htm


Criminal penalties for unlawful reentry

In case the above penalties aren't enough to deter illegal U.S. entrants, a separate section of the law adds 
felony penalties for reentry (or attempted reentry) in cases where the person had been convicted of certain 
types of crimes and thus removed (deported) from the U.S., as follows:

(1) People removed for a conviction of three or more misdemeanors involving drugs, crimes against the person, 
or both, or a felony (other than an aggravated felony), shall be fined, imprisoned for up to ten years, or both.

(2) People removed for a conviction of an aggravated felony shall be fined, imprisoned for up to 20 years, or 
both.

(3) People who were excluded or removed from the United States for security reasons shall be fined, and 
imprisoned for up to ten years, which sentence shall not run concurrently with any other sentence.

(4) Nonviolent offenders who were removed from the United States before their prison sentence was up shall 
be fined, imprisoned for up to ten years, or both.

What’s more, someone deported before a prison sentence was complete may be incarcerated for the 
remainder of the sentence of imprisonment, without any reduction for parole or supervised release.

(See 8 U.S.C. Section 1326, I.N.A. Section 276(b).)



Civil Penalties

Entry (or attempted entry) at a place other than one designated by 
immigration officers can carry civil penalties instead of or on top of 
criminal penalties. The amount is at least $50 and not more than 
$250 for each such entry (or attempted entry); or twice that amount 
if the illegal entrant has been previously fined a civil penalty for the 
same violation.



Immigration consequences of an improper entry

A person who comes to the United States without permission of the immigration 
authorities is inadmissible.

In practice, that usually means that if the person became theoretically eligible for a 
green card or other immigration status, he or she would be ineligible to apply for it 
through the process known as "adjustment of status" within the United States. By 
leaving the U.S. and applying from overseas, the inadmissibility problem could be 
solved – unless the person had already stayed in the U.S. for six months or more 
without a right to be there. In that case, he or she would run into a separate ground 
of inadmissibility, based on "unlawful presence" in the United States.

If a person was removed from the U.S. (deported) on the basis of a conviction for 
an aggravated felony (other than illegal entry or reentry), then the improper entry 
itself is considered to be an aggravated felony. (See 8 U.S.C. § 1101(a)(43)(O).) 
Having one of more aggravated felonies on one’s record is a huge problem, because 
aggravated felonies bar a person from virtually all immigration benefits, and are a 
grounds of deportability



Fundraising

SAVE THE DATE: Immigrant Legal Center’s Food Truck World Tour

Wednesday, September 26 at 

5:30 p.m.

Metropolitan Community College 

Fort Omaha Campus

Ticket and sponsorships

available on ILC’s website!

https://www.immigrantlc.org/food-truck-world-tour-2018/
https://www.immigrantlc.org/food-truck-world-tour-2018/

